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KEILHAUER’S FORSI CHAIR NAMED BEST OF YEAR 

The company’s innovative conference chair awarded at NYC ceremony 

 
December 14, 2022 (Toronto) – As 2022 comes to a close, Keilhauer is thrilled to announce 
that the company’s Forsi conference chair has been presented with a Best of Year Award from 
Interior Design Magazine, winning in the Contract Conference Seating category.  

On December 8, the architecture and design industry gathered at Penn1 in Manhattan to 
celebrate the winners and honorees of Interior Design’s 17th annual Best of Year Awards. The 
magazine’s Editor-in-Chief, Cindy Allen, hosted the event and announced the winners at the in-
person ceremony, which was also livestreamed online by DesignTV® by SANDOW.   

Originally launched at NeoCon in Chicago this summer, Forsi is a conference furniture collection 
that is designed to meet the needs of the modern meeting. Designed by acclaimed Keilhauer 
collaborators EOOS, Forsi conference chairs feature an innovative working lounge height that 
exists in a new space between conference room formality and lounge area relaxation.  

“The Forsi collection acts as a sophisticated, functional solution for the modern workplace, and 
the evolving needs of those who occupy them,” says Mike Keilhauer, President. “We are so 
honored that Forsi was recognized and celebrated by our A&D community at this prestigious 
event.”  

The Forsi collection’s table was also recognized by Interior Design – the elegant, functional 
conference table was a Best of Year honoree in the Contract Work/Conference Tables category. 
Melete, Keilhauer’s standout sculptural side chair, was also recognized as an honoree in the 
Contract Guest Seating category.  
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ABOUT KEILHAUER 

Founded in 1981, Keilhauer is a privately owned, design-focused contract furniture 
manufacturer. Keilhauer manufactures seating and tables that makes work more comfortable for 
all. Keilhauer products are thoughtfully made to support communication and engagement in 
spaces such as meeting rooms, collaboration areas, lobbies and lunchrooms. Working with 
world-renowned furniture designers, Keilhauer is internationally recognized for award-winning 
design, built with extreme craftsmanship, to the highest environmental standards. The company 
is headquartered in Toronto, Ontario. For more information, please visit keilhauer.com. 
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